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-----------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------
Abstract- Automation has been a huge part driving    money 

related turn of events and progress. In light of the meaning of 

banks in the financial strength of a country, a computerization for 

its security is vital. Banks accept a huge part in economy for 

offering an assistance for people wishing to save. If there were no 

banks people would have to store and get their saving themselves 

which incorporates critical perils. Banks face different risks to 

coordinate their business, one of which is thievery. A response for 

this issue is realized through our undertaking by perceiving metal 

impact sound signs simultaneously establishing the alert and 

inferring the near subject matter experts. The recommendation 

put forth in this endeavor is a prevalent security structure being 

astoundingly reliable and traditionalist 

Keywords- Automation, Security, Metal effect impact, 

Reliable. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Banking has been one among the areas where innovation 

and progressions in advances have not been used to the 

fullest potential. When offered to pick between saving 

assets without help from anyone else or leaning toward 

banks, individuals would clearly select banks, it is on the 

grounds that for a typical person bank implies a spot which 

addresses high degree of security. That has been the 

pivotal job banks play in everybody's lives. Individuals are 

constantly stressed over their way of life, the things that 

contribute for their way of life. All the thoughts of security 

which were continuing till now are refreshing every day, 

and henceforth we are being    compressed to adjust to the 

changes. Security alludes to all the estimates that are 

required to ensure a spot, or to guarantee that lone 

individuals with consent to enter it. In this way, we 

generally look for extraordinary degree of security. Be it 

individuals from provincial or metropolitan regions, 

security is something everybody look for, particularly it is 

generous for metropolitan individuals. Security has a ton 

to play when any assets are in the skirt of robbery, be it 

from individuals or any carelessness from individuals' side. 

Current territories and organizations are ending up being 

progressively self-administering and the monetary region 

isn't exorbitantly a long way from it. Video perception has 

been, in actuality, for so long to screen unapproved 

activity. Regardless, it needs individual to continually 

proceed to watch and think about any phony activity that 

doesn't happen routinely. Also, that would require a lot of 

work. 

A system can be expected to make powerful security to 

hinder burglary in banks too as can be used in any elective 

spots wherein prosperity is the essential theme. With the 

use of sensors, finders and advising organizations, purpose 

of this assignment is being developed. The Microcontroller 

based Bank Security structure fulfills all the essential. The 

further sections will portray that how these objectives 

have been cultivated 

II. RELATED WORK 

1. Sagar Pavlodar, Prof S.B. Patil, “Review: 

Biometric and GSM Security for Lockers” 2016. 

It has reviewed biometric and GSM security for lockers 

based on PIR Sensor detection. It detects motion by 

sensing the difference in infrared or radiant heat levels 

emitted by surrounding objects.  

2. R.Ramani, S. Selvaraju , S.Valarmathy, P.Niranjan , 

“Bank Locker Security System based on RFID and GSM 

Technology ’’. 

It is a bank locker security system based on RFID and GSM 

technology. The IR based security alarm circuit detects any 

movement and triggers the alarm. 

3. P. Sugapriya, K. Amsavalli,“Smart Banking Security 

System Using Pattern Analyzer”, 2018 

It is a smart banking security system using pattern analyzer. 

It proposes a security system based on open source cloud 

server “things Speak.com”. 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Biometric security, movement perceivable based security 

framework, computerized secret phrase ensured based 

security, such a lot of existing technique can offer not 

exclusively the things recognizable proof anyway 

furthermore the counter burglary security. These days, 

everything made have a fasten and enter their passwords 

composed on its key cushion. The past framework appears 

to not absolutely use the code on each thing. This strategy 

joins the secret word and keys. There could be no 

legitimate security and wellbeing. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR ANTI-THEFT 

SECURITY 

The current security structure either subject to finger 

impression or capacity has its own consequences be it 

blessed or terrible. Exists today: what you know 

(passwords), what you have (tokens, cards) and what you 

are (biometrics) can without a very remarkable stretch be 

replicated. 

The disadvantages which were glanced in the current 

procedures are by and by reviewed and improved through 

the proposed technique. Microcontroller, LCD, vibration 

sensor, metal finder and GSM module are used in the 

current structure which is better than the current 

procedure. The affiliations are made so that, the markers 

and sensors come in to movement, when they sense 

abnormal signs on the region. As the vibrations made are so 

high if not being escalated, even the alert gets activated and 

starts ringing. The structure is defined with the ultimate 

objective that a SMS is transported off the selected wireless 

of the experts through  

GSM module simultaneously. The proposed method is 

measurable as it is customized, requires less power, ease 

and significantly accurate. 

System Block Diagram 

This part will enlighten us regarding the methodology made 

to accomplish the necessary objective. The plan of the 

security framework is appeared in the figure. 

Transmitter Side 

On the transmitter side, starting with an AC voltage being 

wandered down, a reliable DC voltage is procured by 

reviewing the AC voltage, by then isolating to a DC level, 

ultimately, figuring out how to sort an ideal out DC voltage. 

An AC-DC interface rectifier changes over a 12V AC supply 

from power source into 12V DC, by then dealt with to the 

voltage regulator which gives a 5V DC yield, is used to 

control the AVR microcontroller. Vibration sensor that 

recognizes the bizarre vibrations and LM358 which by then 

improves the fragile vibration signals, are interfaced to each 

other, offering data hints to the microcontroller close by a 

metal identifier which perceives the presence or 

nonattendance of metal stuff. The microcontroller being 

distinguished with a data, uses a LCD to show the 

substance. The microcontroller is related with the alert 

structure to start it and GSM modem to send the notification 

message. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Block Diagram for Proposed Method on Transmitter side 

Receiver Side                                      

On the beneficiary end there is a radio wire to get the 

notification message to any ideal territory from the GSM 

modem to a cell. By then the important move is made, to 

expeditiously resolve the disorders or disarrays that has 

happened. All the gear parts are suitably interconnected 

and all around shielded to avoid any short out. 
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Circuit Diagram 

 

Fig. 4.2 Circuit Diagram for Proposed Method 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

  

 

Fig. 5.1 Locker Monitor Normal 

The above figure is an experimental setup showing the 

locker monitor is normal, that there are no disturbances in 

the surrounding indicating that, there is no harm to the 

locker. 

On the off chance that there are any aggravations, there are 

different approaches to hint the authorities, for example, 

alert sound ringing, or metal impact distinguished or a 

notice being ship off the separate specialists. All such 

outcomes are appeared in the beneath pictures 

 

Fig. 5.2 Metal Effect Detected 

When there is any kind of metal belongings carried inside 

the locker or being hit by it, the LCD displays that a metal 

effect is detected, indicating that the bank locker is under 

attack. 

 

    

 

  

 

 

Fig. 5.3  Tilt Detected 

The locker monitor displays ‘Tilt detected’ if at all there is 

any kind of disturbances or by detecting the orientation of 

the locker apart from being normal.  

 

Fig. 5.4  Alarm Intimation 

The red light indicates buzzer that starts turning on alarm 

sound when someone tries to intrude the bank locker by 

hitting the them. 
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Fig. 5.5 Message Being Received Each Time When Locker Is Under Attack 

Each time the sensors detect harm to the locker, a warning 

message is sent to the respective person. 

‘WARNING: BANK LOCKER METAL DETECTED 

THERSHOLD CROSSED LEVEL’ when there is metal effect 

detected. 

‘WARNING: BANK LOCKER TILT DETECTED 

THERSHOLD CROSSED LEVEL’ when there is any tilt 

detected. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Bank is of prime importance. It has become a piece of our 

life and necessities genuine degree of security. To get our 

expensive decorations, critical records or cash, we use 

bank extra rooms. The idea put forward, here, we have 

executed a Bank stockpiling security system using GSM, 

metal pointer and vibration sensor. The proposed security 

gear module will recognize metal impact effects and at the 

same time setting off the alarm similarly as message notice 

to the recommended person. The proposed system will 

beat the current structure as this is astute, secure, strong 

and significantly moderate. 
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